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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your company purchases 20 laptops that use a new hardware platform.
In a test environment, you deploy Windows 10 to the new laptops.
Some laptops frequently generate stop errors.
You need to identify the cause of the issue.
What should you use?
A. Task Manager
B. Reliability Monitor
C. System Configuration
D. Performance Monitor
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
References:
https://lifehacker.com/how-to-troubleshoot-windows-10-with-reliability-monitor-1745624446

NEW QUESTION: 2
HOTSPOT
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
An organization is requesting the development of a disaster recovery plan. The organization
has grown and so has its infrastructure. Documentation, policies, and procedures do not exist.
Which of the following steps should be taken to assist in the development of the disaster
recovery plan?
A. Execute vulnerability scanning.
B. Develop a data retention policy.
C. Identify assets.
D. Conduct a risk assessment.

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following does not belong to the service advantages provided by Huawei CCE for
stateful containers?
A. Support one storage type Correct
B. Data is not lost when a container instance fails or migrates
C. Data persistence storage
D. Multiple instances can share storage
Answer: A
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